Stereoacuity testing: an illusion of tilt when viewing two parallel vertical rods or lines.
When stereoacuity was measured, some subjects (but not all) saw the two vertical rods of the test to be tilted. The perceived tilt indicated that the top of a rod was nearer to or farther from the observer than the bottom. Sometimes one rod appeared tilted and sometimes both. It was rare for both to appear tilted in the same direction. There are 9 possible tilt combinations including both rods vertical. All were observed but only 1 of the 3 subjects observed them all. In some instances, the frequency with which a particular tilt combination was seen was influenced by which rod was nearer and by the binocular disparity presented by the rods. During a stereoacuity test, tilt can confuse the identification of the nearer rod. Uncertainty is avoided by regarding the middle of the rods. Lines drawn on paper were also seen to tilt by some subjects.